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Introduction

LD4L Ontology
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The Linked Data for Libraries (LD4L) project is a multiinstitutional effort that will explore applying Linked Open Data
(LOD) models, based on the Library of Congress’ Bibliographic
Framework Initiative (BIBFRAME)1, to the bibliographic
description of library resources. The Linked Data for Libraries
Cartographic Materials sub-project will focus on evaluating
ontologies and vocabularies best-suited to the description of
cartographic resources (including maps, atlases, and geographic
datasets) with the aim of establishing a set of library community
shared best practices for describing cartographic and geospatial
resources.

MARC Description

The Cartographic Materials project will evaluate existing LOD
ontologies to integrate existing classes and properties to extend the
Linked Data for Libraries BIBFRAME profile to support
description of cartographic data.

Text-based
Flat data structure
Non-semantic
Deployed in closed systems

• Web Ontology Language (OWL) ontology based on a extended
variant of the Bibliographic Framework (BIBFRAME)
• Shared as linked data triples in the Resource Description
Framework (RDF)

LOD Vocabularies

Linked Data for Libraries
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Benefits of supporting library bibliographic metadata in a LOD
model include:

•
•
•

Increased discoverability of library resources on the open web
(e.g. exposure in search engine results and integration of library
catalog data with other LOD applications and services)
Disambiguation of descriptive information through the use of
Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs) and structured sematic
web ontologies
Improved interoperability of library catalog data, including
new methods of directly querying collections of library
resources and enabling of the library catalog as a research
dataset

Cartographic Project
Objectives

San Francisco and vicinity, 1915

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Use cases - Identify library cartographic resources metadata:
use cases, user stories, research needs
Schema Evaluation - Evaluate the existing BIBFRAME
schema for suitability for describing cartographic resources
Identify LOD Vocabularies - Evaluate other available LOD
vocabularies for describing properties of cartographic resources
BIBFRAME Cartographic Profile - Develop and document a
BIBFRAME profile for the bibliographic description of
cartographic resources
Metadata creation tools - Inform the development of metadata
creation production tools to ensure effectiveness for describing
cartographic resources
Collection of LOD Descriptions - Catalog and convert a
selection of cartographic resources using the developed
BIBFRAME profile (rare materials to born-digital, varying
languages) and contribute these descriptions to a shared project
testbed triple store
Recommendations - Evaluate results of project and share set of
recommendations for further research and development
Community Best Practices - Engage with cartographic
resources community to develop BIBFRAME best practices for
description of cartographic resources
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BIBFRAME
Description
Linked descriptions
Graph data structure
Semantically-enabled
Deployed on open web

Timeframe: April 2016 to March 2018

•

Places

Traditional Machine Readable Cataloging (MARC) record
Harvard University HOLLIS Library Catalog

Themes/Events

Building Use Cases
The Cartographic Materials project use cases will build on the use
cases already identified for the BIBFRAME5 and the Linked Data
for Libraries6 projects and will focus on expanding ontology
modeling for users of library cartographic data.
Example cartographic use cases might include:
• Search by cartographic feature types (e.g. elevation data,
administrative boundaries, cadastral, transportation, etc.)
• Search by geographic feature types (e.g. populated places,
natural features, man-made features, etc.)
• Browse material via hierarchical administrative geography
relationships
• Geospatial search and discovery – use of coordinate data
explicitly defined and/or inferred from LOD vocabularies
• LOD contributions to historical gazetteer development
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